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The present invention relates to Surgical 
i instruments and more particularly to an 

i arcuate drill for intranasal aspiration or 
i puncture of the facial sinus or antrum. 
5 

i bone. - , * 

i diseases the most common being infection 
i followed, by suppuration, mecessitating 1 ( 

The facial sinus or antrum of Highmor? is a large cavity of Somewhat pyramidal. 
form located within the superior maxillary 

It is subject to numerous surgical 

i drainage, The walls of the antrum are com 
i paratively thin, particulary that portion 
- of the internal wall which separates the 

| antrum from the inferior Eneatus of the 
15 nasa? fossae. The extreme thinness of the 

i internal wall and its accessibility through. 
i the nares renders the intranasal route de 
i sirable for Surgical operation. However, 

i due to lack of facilities and Suitable in 
struments for puncturing the internal an 

i trum wall, surgical preference has been 
given to operations by the dental route, 

| which mecessitates the sacrifice and extrac 
i tion of a molar tooth, and drilling through. 
the alveolar process, or to enter the antrum 

i through the lower exterior wall, just above 
| the apices of the tooth roots. The Sole 

i means of intranasal operations has been by 
| 30 

use of a trocar or cannula, with which the 
antrum Wall is punctured by application of 

i pressure. The tortuous passage through the 
| nasal fossae does not readily accommodate 

| a. straight trocar. A curved trocar or can 

| antrum wall. 

mule is unsuitable since direct driving pres 
sure is mecessary and more or lesstwisting or 
boring movementis required to penetrate the 

| i Insuöhmethod thereis now?y 
i of controlling the extent of the-bone break 
| age, and the wallmay be fractured or splin 

i 40 i tered through a greater areathan intended. 
In case the access opening thus formed is 

i too small, the use of the trocar must be fol 

45 1 – – 

| nasa route by drilling through the wall be 

i 50 

| lowed, by that of a rasp. 
In the prezent invention meansis contem 

plated for entering the antrum through the 

tween the antrum and the inferior meatus. 
Since this point of operation cannot be ap 

i proached directly, or in a straight line 
i through the nares, there is employed an in 

i strument having an arcuate or eurvilinear 
i shaft provided with a burr at its extremity 
operated by a flexible drive shaft extending: * - - . . . . i Referring to the drawings, Fig:1 is a lon though the hollow curvilinear stem. To 

1924. serial No. 711,972. 
prevent the disconnection and loss of the 55 
burror drilling implement while in opera 
tion, a form of Split bushing is provided 

| at the extremity of the curvilinear stem, in 
which the burror: drill is mounted, Such bushing being arranged to lock the burror 

i drillhead against detachment while permit 
60 | 

ting its free rotation. The initial drive shaft 

shaft by friction drive mechanism, located 
within the hollow handle of the instrument. 
The object of the invention is : 

a simple but. efficient means for 
maxillary antrum by means of a cut 
drilling instrument, which will afford 
cut orifice, without fracture or 
of the antrum wall. " | 

| A. fürther object of 

clean 

for sterilization, but which areso interen 
gaged and assembled asto prewent their dis 
connection and los?while in use, and which Willmoreover be protected against breakage 
by frictional driv? means, yieldable when 
ever abnormal resistance to the drill isen 

| countered. , , . – " . . i . 

curvature to accommodate it readily to va 
rious sizes ofnares and by which danger of 
fracture of the lateral wall of the no?e is: 
obviated, which Sometimes occurs, incident 
to the necessary exertion of pressure on an 

| antrum trocar. 

designed and adapted for nasal operations, 

Operated by any suitable motor or Source of 
Power is interconnected with the flexible 

65 . 

i While the present instrument is especially * 

to provide 
entering the 

ting or i : 
70. 

Splintering 
. , i of the invention is to 

providea bone drill of the like, the parts 
of which ar? easily and readily accessible 75 

80 

Afurther object of the invention is to pro 
vide an instrument of convenient shape and 

85 

90. 

it is alsO applicable for drilling arcuate pas 
i sages asfor instance in splicing bone frac- i i tures. Byemploying an instrument having 95 

| stem and burt of proper size, curved pas 
i sages may be drilled from one side of a bone 
i of Sutures. 

parts and combinations thereof, and the 
mode of Operation or the | " " " 
hereinafter described and set forth in the 
claims. ' , 

i facture to the Other to permit the passage 
With the above primary and other inei 

i dental objects in view as will more fully 
äppear in the specification, the invention 
consists of the features of construction, the 

their equivalents: as. 

100 

105 :   



i gitudinal sectional view of the Surgical in 
i strument forming the Subject natter hereof. 

- Fig. 2 is an enlaged Sectional view of th? 
i detachable mounting for the burr. Fig: 3 

| of the split bushing by which the burris 
i detachably secured to the end of the hollow' 

i stem. Fig: 5 is a detail yiew of the fric- i 
tion clutch disc for the driving connection. 10 * . " - w 

| Fig: 6 ilustrates a modified form of burr, 
i particularly adapted for: drilling curvilinear 

i passages through bone structure for the in 
i troduction of splicing Sutures and tenons. 

:Fig:7 is a diagrammatic transverse vertical 
- * - i to the Superior turbinated bone, showing the 

i relation and approximat? size of the antrum, 
| and having indicated theleon, the warious 
routes of entrance. Fig. 8 is a diagram 

*eration. 

|acters. 
i wiews. , ' , 
i The instrum i drawing, ver 

i understood th 

t has been ilustrated in the 
atthe length and diameter of 

| the curvilinear stem and size of burr will. 
30 

ated upon. 
i Referring to the drawings, 1 is a hollow. 

| handle, within; which is contained the fric 
i tional driving connection for the burr or: 
drill. Detachably Secured at the extremity 

| of the handle 1, by means of chuck jaws 2. 
i is a curvilinear hollow stem 3. The chuck. 
jaws 2 may be of any suitable form or: con 

| struction. In the present instance, they'con 
* 40 

| curvilinear stem 3. The jaws 2 are con 
i tracted by a tapered collar 4 screw threaded 
upon the handle section 1. The particular 

45. mode of attachment is immaterial and ob 

- burr 5. Such burrs are made in various 

* shoulder: 8, which prevents its withdrawal 
| axially from the bushing 6. The shank 7 
i is positioned intermediate the two halves of 

the split bushing 6, as shown in detail in 

| 1, 2 and 3. Obviously, when So positioned 

65 dentaly disconnected andlost in the antrum 

1,680289 

matic view of a fractured bone splicing op 
i Like parts are indicated by similar char 

of reference throughout the Several 

huchenlarged. It will be: 

! be appropriate to the size of the parts oper 

sist of a tapered sleeve, carried by the han 
i dle section 1 and Surrounding the end Of the 

| viously otherforms of attaching means may. 
be substituted. On its outer extremity, the 

| curvilinear hollow stem 3 carries the drill or. 
shapes and styles, that shown for illustrative. 

i purposes beinga spherical burt. The burr, 
5is rewolub?y mounted in a split bushing 6, 

i stem 3. To prevent the accidental disengage 
i ment of the burr, the shank 7 of the burris 
provided at its inner end with a head or 

| Fig. 4: The bushing is then, screwed into 
the end of the hollow stem as shown in Figs. 

i cavity or in the nasal fossae. Secured to the | 
shank. 7, of the burror: drill, preferably per 

i manently by brazing, Weldin W , . 
is a flexible drive shaft 9. ? 

i 5 is a modification of the burr mounting and 
i driving connection. Fig. 4 isa detail View 

9 may be a Small helicallywound wire or 
gorotherwise, 
is: drive shaft | 

70 
spring, as is Sometimes employed, or it may 
consist in a chain comprising a Succession 
of interpivoted links. However, in practice 
a section of wrappedorcovered piano string 
has been: found to operate satisfactorily. 

i Numerous forms of flexible shaftsare ob 
75 

tainable, any of which if of suficiently 
small diameter may be employed. At its 
inner end, the flexible shaft 9 is connected i 

i to a shank or stud 10, of polygonal cross: 
?ection of the nasal fossae, in a plane antelior section, preferably Square This shank or 

stem 10 is loosely received in a. correspond 
ing Socket in the end of the drive shaft 11. 
The drive shaft 11 extends axially within the 
handle section 1, and is provided with a bear- | 
ing in a lug 12, in one end of such handle 

i mounting; and has loose journal bearings in 
the inner end of the chuck sleeve 2 at the op- . 
posite end of the handle section. Fixedly: , 

| secured to the drive shaft 11 is a friction. 
i drive collar 13, adjacent to which are loose 
ly journaled upon the drive shaft, two dr 
ing gears 14, Spaced apart and between. 
which is interposed afriction drive disc 15. 
The disc 15is keyed upon the shaft 11 for 95. 

i inison rotation therewith and is free for: , axial adjustment. Bearing upon the gears 
isa second friction collar 16, alsokeyed upon 
the drive shaft 11 for unison rotation, but 

14 on the side Opposite the fixed collar 13 
i 100 

slidingly, adjustable in an axial direction and 
exerting pressure upon the gears 14 under 
the influence of the spring 17. The spring 
17 is of helical formation, bearing at one 
end upon the Sliding friction collar 16 and 
abutting at its opposite ends upon a stóp hut 

i 18, adjustable upon the shaft 11, to wary the 
105 : 

friction of the spring and secured in its ad 
justed position by means of the lock inut 
19. "The construction is such that while | the gears 14 are loosely journaled upon the 

i shaft 11 for independent rotation, they are 
clamp?d between the fiction collars 13 and 
16 and the interposed friction disc 15 under 
spring pressure of suficient tension to afford. 
the mecessary driving power. The gears 14 i 

: * , - - intermesh with a driving gear pinion 20 on 
i screw threaded in the end of the curvilinear i 

110 - 

115 

a countershaft 21, suitably journaled in the 
handle section 1: in parallel relation with the 
main driye Shaft 11, and extending beyond, 
the handle section where it is connected to 
|? driving motor, orother Suitable Source of 
ower. The frictional engagement of the 

| collars 13,15 and 16 with the driving gears 
14 lis. suficient to drive the shaft 11 and with 
it the burror drill 5 in any ordinary oper-, 

| ation. However, should the resistance to the 
|- i burror: drill become suficiently great to en 

the burr cannot become dislodged or acci- i 

power. 

120 

danger either the patient or the instrument, 
or be such as to be likely to cause'breakage 130 

80. 
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i of the burt, the fictional diving engage. 

i ment between the collars and the gears will tic 
i be overcome and more or less slippage:Will 

i occur. - . . " " . ' ; : i :: - ' ; - 

* 5. By? disengaging the chück | collet. 4. the 
i curvilinear tubular stem 3 may be disen 
i gaged from the handle and with it the flex. 

ible shaft 9, the shank 10 of which loosely. | engages in a. corresponding Socket in the. 
end of the shaft 11. By unscrewing the | 10 
bushing 6, the burr. 5 may be disengaged 

| and the shaft 9 withdrawn from the tubular tu: * " | , . . stem, permitting complete sterilization of ho??sto be drilled through a curvilinear i path, entering the bone and comin | the ópérative parts. hasmuch as the head 
8 upom the shank 7 of the burr prevents its 

i accidental withdrawal and permits its dis engagement only by the unscrewing of the i 
i bushing'6 and the fact that the burris, fric 

i tionally driven, the connection Or clutch 
being such asto: the burris fully protected against breakage, 

| and loss, while in use. * ". Pt may be desirable for Some conditions 
i of use, or to meet requirements of the dif 
i ferent practitioners to provide for the dis 
| engagement of the burr from the flexible 5. 

i cured to the burr. T * * ' i shown in Fig. 3; wherein the flexible shaft 9 
is provided with a head 23 having therein a 

i socket to receive a Squared stud. 22 on the end 
The construc 

tion is otherwise as before described. This 
construction shown in Fig. 3 enables the burr 

i of the shank 7 of the burr. 
| 35 

i to be replaced without the mecessity ofrep?ac 
ing the entireflexible drive shaft 9. Inasmuch. 
as burrs of different sizes, shapes and char 

| acter will be used with the same handle and 
curvilinear stem, the construction shown in : 
Fig. 3 will be quite convenient for Such re 

i 40 

i placement or interchange of burrs. 
* -- | o |- |- In Fig 7 there is shown a burr or drill 

45 
* passages to facilitate the wiring Orinter 
| connection of fractured bones. Inasmuch as 
such points of operation are more readily 

| accessible, there is less danger of losing the 
burr in the opening. Itis also desirable that. 50 

| – the arcuate stem 3 be of Smaller diameter 
than the burr, im order that the burr may. 

| clear itself of bone chips. The burrillus. 
| 55 

60 loss of the burr, in such bone drilling opera 
i tions, the shank 7 of the burris preferably 

i journaled directly in the end of the stem 3. 
This enables a bearing of larger, size and 
greaterstrength. Otherwise, the construc 

| 65 tion and operation is as before described. : 

i drill'holes 

this pulpose: Hoyeyer, Such hole?hereto 
fore, have mecessarily been straight, and have 

mum päin. By lateral motion: th 
| opening may beenlarged and extended, as 

i low-as-desired. If the bone is dense: or hard, 
there is no donger of fracture as Sometimes 

head of Somewhat different, Shape, particu, 
larly applicable to the drilling of curved 

- eration of the burr through warious irregular 
trated is of mushroom shape or conoidal shapes into which the stem might be bent. 

| form with the base of the conoidal burrhead 
i overhanging the periphery of the stem. Be: 
| cause of the Small diameter of the stem and - 

i since it is unnecessary to protect the instru- i 
| ment against accidental disengagement o: 

level than is possible * . . W | al-ilasa I i 
trocar. In using the trocar the Surgeon 130 

In i Fig:8 tiereisillustrated the applica 
p of the instrument to such broke | 

Splicing operation: In splicing fractur , it |- * . 
isquite the practice at the present time to : 

. " " ; the adj?centends of the broken. 70 
bohe: through which wires are: ". * strung or : 
yen nails or Screws are Sometimes used for 

usually been passed diagonally from one side 75 
to the other of the bone and across the frac 
ture. The present instrument enables such 

again on the same side of the bone, 
Oppositesides of the point of fracture "... . . 
operation is Somewhat like a stitch in Sew i ing, the wire or Suturebeing pasSedthrough 
the hole thus formed. . . . , 

yield to undue resistance, | In the diagrammatic view Fig: 7, the ap-, 85 
plication of the present instrument to antral 
purposesis shown in dottedlines. Byitsuse : 
the entrance orifice may be made approxi 
mate?y at the bottom of the nasal fossae and 

i Somewhatlower than when using a nasaltro- 90 
- . - - | car. The antra? burri described will cut its , 

i drive shaft 9; which as before mentioned is 
i shown in Figs. 1 and 2 aspermanently s? 

This construction is: 

way through the wall quickly and withmini 
W nitial 

occurs under the heavy pressure required to : 
force a trocar through the wall. Moreover, 
the use of a rasp for enlargement of the 
opening is eliminated. In Fig 7 the other, 100 
external routes at present employed are in 

i dicated by the darts 24 and 25 respectively. i 
Oviously the route 24 necessitates the sac 
rifice of a molar tooth. 

i It is obvious that the instrument herein 305 
shown and described may be | applied to m?ny otherbone drilling operationsas will:readily 

i occur to the skilled Surgeon. For diferent 
purposes, the stem carrying the burri may. 
b? made of Various degrees of curvature and i 10 of greater Orless length. To meet unex 
pected or unusual conditions or emergency 
operation, the tubularstem may bemade of 
material capable of being flexed orbent into 
various shapes at the time of use to enable 115. 
operation in otherwise inaccessible locations. 
The flexible drive connection enables the op- : 

The instrumentis adaptable to dental drill- 120 
ing operations and oral surgery, for which. . 
purposes a variety of interchangeable tubu- i 
l?r stems of different extent and curvature 
would be provided. The advantage of the : 
instrument for intranasal operationsis illus- 125 
trated in Fig. 7, wherein the thicker por 

i tion of the internal wall of the antrum is 
shown being penetrated at a much lower 

with the use of a nasal 

    

  

  

  



mecessarily Selects the higher and thinner 
all area 24 as the point of entance, with 

|-sacrifice of drainage facilities, because ofits | accessibility and the impossibility of forcing 
th? trocarthrough the thicklower Wall. 

i From the above description it will be ap 
* parent. that there isthus provided a device 

| of the character described possessing the-par 
i ticular features of advantages before en 

| 10 merated as desirable, but which obwiously is 
i susc?ptible of modification in its form, pro 

| ment of parts without departing from the 
principle involved or. 
advantages. | . . . . . . . . 

i While in order to comply with the statute 
- the invention has been described in language 

i more or less specific as to structural features, 
it is to be understood that the invention is 
not limited to the specific details shown, but 

:: that the means and construction herein dis 
?. closed comprises the preferred form of Sey 
eral modes of putting the invention into 
effect, and the invention is, therefore, 

| claimed in any ofits forms o modifications 
| within the legitimate and valid Scope of the 

w | appended claims. . . 
| * Having thus described our invention, we 

| claim: * . . * 

i ried thereby, a burr revoluby mounted at 
the extremity of the arcuate stem, Said arcu 
ate stem being shaped and proportioned to: 
follow the burr through a restricted passage, 
a flexible shaft extending through the stem 

| and operatively. connected with the revo?uble. 
burrand driving means for rotating the 

i shaft located within the hollow handle por 
40 tion, with which the flexible drive shaft is 

i operatively connected. ' , 
i 2. In a Surgical drill, a hollow mounting, 
: driving m?chanism enclosed therein; an in 
flexible cannula carried thereby, such can 

i troduction through the nares into the an-- 
i trum, a rewoluble drill burr mounted at the 

| extremity of the cannula and a driving con 
i nection extending through the cannula and 

i 50 operatively connecting the burr with the 
driving mechanism in the mounting. - * 

| : 3. In a surgical drill, means for operating 
::, a drill burr through a curvilinear passage 

i including a handle portion, a curvilinear. 
mounting for the drill burr shaped: 

i portioned for introduction through the nares 
into the antrum, a drill burr revo?ubly. 

i mounted atone end thereof the Opposite end 
. ; of Said mounting being éonnected to said 
: 80 handle portion and a flexible drive shaft 
* operatively connected with the burr for ro 

i tating the burr during its advance through 
| :: such curvilinear path. | 

i 4. In a Surgical drill, a revoluble burr, a 
flexible shaft operatively connected with the 

5 5 

i 65. 
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i ble burr, an. inflexible tubular stem of seg 
| mental arcu?t? format one end of whic 

• i enterany passage traversed by Said burr, 
portions, detail construction and arrange- i 

Sacrificing any of its 

burrengaged with the tubularstem, the burr: 

i extending through the stem, and operatively. 
| connect?gi with the burr, a split sleeve screw . 
threaded in the extremity of the hollow stem 

: : i :: - . - . . ; | and forming a bearing for the burr, and 
i 1: In a Surgical drill, a hollow handle por 

*tion, an infiexible arcuate tubular stem car- . 
pFeyenting the withdrawa? of the burr:from 
Sembled relation by its engagement within i 

| the hollow stem. . - . . 7 - 

i integral with Said; burr, 

- end of the shaft for engagement with adriv 
i 9. A8 an article of manufacture, a drill 

nula being proportioned and shaped for in 

|? tubular stem Shaped and proportioned for 
introduction into a restricted passage, a burr, 

i revoluby mounted at the end of the stem 

shaped and pro 
which the shank rotates removable from the 
stem with Said buir and prewenting. acci- . 
idental disengagement of the burr from the 

| stem while within the passage, a peripheral 

i through the tubular stem.: , , . . 
, , 11. In a drill of the character described, a 

| hollow handle portion, a main drive shaft 

|- he path of the 
urr for guiding the burri through a cur 
ilinear path of travel simultaneously with 

its rotation -- | - . . 
::::In a Surg 70 ical drill mounting, a revol 

burris revolublymounted the otherend of 
which is connected to Said handle portion, 
Said stem being shaped and proportioned to 75 

8? 

drive shaft. extending through the tubular 
stein, and Safety means for preventing the 
accidental detachment of the burr from the - 
stem while permitting its free rotation. 8. 

| 6. in a drill, a rewolubie burr, a tubular 
| stemat One end of whichthe burris rewolu blymounted, a drive shaftextending through 
the tubular stem, and a split bearing for Said i 

85 

being shouldered on oppositesides of the 
Split bearing to prewent its withdrawal. 

| 7. in a drill of the character described, a 
revolubie burr, a tubular stem upon the end 
of which the burrismounted, a drive shaft 90. 

Spaced shoulders upon th? burricoincident 95 
with the Opposite ends of the split sleeve for 

the sleeve. while the latter is held in as 
. . . . 100 i 2 : 

i 8. As an article of manufacture, a unitary 
Structure conprising a drill burr, a trunnion : 

| " " " flexible drive 

shaft fixedly attached at: one end to the 
burr, and a shank attached to the Opposite. 105 
ing member. |- 

burr including a shank having therein a 
3?ipheral groOve forming a trunnion upon 110. 
Which the burr rotates and Spaced shoulders 
defining Said peripheral groove. * . . " 

i 10. In a drill of the character described, 

115 

in Stich position and of Such size as to clear 
a passag? for the advancement of the stem, and haying an integral bearingshank, a z 

. " " " 120 journal bearing at the end of the stem in.:12! 

shoulder upon the burr, shank prewenting 125 
axial withdrawa? of the shank from its bear 
ing, angla, driv? shaft for the burrextending 

130 
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revolubly mounted therein, a frictional drive 
| connection for Said shaft, a tubular stem 

i drive shaft. , | . , 
, 12. In a drill of the character described, 

| 10 
i revolublymounted therein, africtional drive 

carried by the handle portion, a drill burr 
revolub?y mounted at the extremity of the 
tubular stem, and a supplemental drive shaft 
extending through the tubular stem and op 
eratively connecting the burr and main 

a hollow handle portion, a main drive shaft 
| connection for Saidshaft, anarcuate tubu 

lar stem carried by the handle portion, a i drill burr revolublymounted at the extrem 
15 

- shaft extending through the tubular stem 
ity of the tubular stem, and a flexible drive 

| and operatively connecting the burt and 
i main drive shaft. , . " ," * - 

i 13. In a surgical drill of the character de 
|- 20 scribed, a hollow handle portion, a revoluble 

main drive shaft mounted therein, a chuck 
| at one end of the handle, a hollow bent stem 

i shaped and proportioned for introduction 
|- i 25 

through the nares into the antrum detach 
ably engageable by said, chuck, a drill burr, 

i detachablymounted at the extremity of the 
i tubular stem, Said stem being shaped and - 

i proportioned to enter the passage traversed 

i scribed, a hollow handle portion, a revoluble 
i main drive shaft mounted therein, a chuck 
at one end of the handle, an inflexible tubu 

i lar curvilinear stem of segmental arcuate : 
| formation detachably engaged by 
chuck, a drillburr revolub?y mounted at the 

i extremity of the stem and guided thereby 
i 40 | stem beingshaped and proportioned to enter| 

the passage traversed by said burr, and a : 
flexible drive shaft extending through the 

by said burr, and a supplemental drive shaft 
detachably Connecting the burr | with the 
main drive shaft. * - " * ; 
- 14. In a surgical drill of the character de 

said, 

through a curvilinear path of travel, said 

curvilinear stem and detachably Connecting | 
i 45 

15. In a drill of the character described, 
the burr with the main drive shaft. 

a revoluble burr, a mounting therefor, a 

drive shaft, a pair of spaced collarsone of 

clamp the drive geartherebetween: , "16 madrii of the character described, 
i burr, a countershaft, intermeshing gears op 
eratively Connecting the drive shaft and , - 

drive shaft operatively Connected with the 
burr, a drive gearloosely journaled upon the 

50 . , 

which is fixedly Secured upon the drive 
i shaft, the other of which is axially adjust 
| able thereon butengaged therewith for uni 
Son rotation, and between which the gear is: 
mounted, and a spring urging the movable 55 
collar toward the fixed collar to yieldingly 

a revoluble burr, a mounting therefor, a |- 
i drive shaft operatively connected with the 

i countershaft one with the other, one of Said gears being loosely mounted upon its shaft, | | 
65 and friction discs on opposite sides of the 

| loosely mounted gear, mounted for rotation 
with the shaft and yieldingly, engaging the i shaft under spring pressure. 
a hollow handle section, an arcuate tubular 

17. in adrill of the character described, 
70 

stem detachably connected with the hollow 
handle section, a revoluble burr detachably 
mounted at the extremity of the tubular 
stem, a main drive shaft mounted in the hol 

| low handle section, a flexible shaft detach 
ably connecting the revoluble burr with the 
main drive shaft, and a frictional drive 
clutch transmitting power to the main drive 
shaft and adapted to yield under undue re 
sistance to the rotation of the burr. 
- In testimony * 

| set our hands this 5th day of April, A. D. 
i 1924. . . 

i ROY S. BINKLEY. 

| FióMAS "GRöy: 

80. 
whereof, we have hereunto 

| i:óNAR5E STUTSMAN   

  


